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naming hierarchy. RFCs 3401 to 3404
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for using DNS as a distributed database for re-write
rules that can be used to locate custom services.
In this thesis, two demonstrators are designed and
built to show a reliable and trustwor- thy way of
using the Internet of Things to efficiently connect
products with services. In two real-life scenarios
the demonstrators show the benefits of having
products connected with useful information on the
Internet. The directory service used is shown to be
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services in the Internet of Things.
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Sammanfattning
Sakernas Internet är ett samlingsnamn för hur saker är uppkopplade eller adresserbara
på Internet. Sakerna kan vara direkt eller indirekt uppkopplade, i vilket fall har prylen
någon slags identifikation som kan adresseras över Internet. När saker får en identitet finns möjligheten att bygga en infrastruktur för att sammankoppla produkter med
tjänster och information.
Global Standards 1 (GS1), organisationen som distribuerar nummerserier och streckkoder för att identifiera produktklasser, har med dotterbolaget EPCglobal skapat en
infrastruktur för att adressera produkter. Detta görs med hjälp av deras nummerserier
över domännamnssystemet DNS, kallat Object Naming Service (ONS). .SE, företaget
som administrerar den Svenska landskodstoppdomänen .se, är intresserade av att främja
internetutvecklingen i Sverige, därmed även sakernas internet. .SE och GS1 Sweden
inledde därför ett samarbete för att utvärdera hur bra EPCglobal:s standarder fungerar
i praktiken.
AFNIC, företaget som administrerar den Franska landskodstoppdomänen .fr, har skapat
en federerad version av ONS kallad Federated ONS (F-ONS). Denna lösning skiljer sig
från ONS genom att roten är distribuerad. GS1 France har ett samarbete med AFNIC
som liknar det som finns mellan .SE och GS1 Sweden och detta har lett till att den
federerade versionen av ONS behandlas i detta examensarbete.
Vare sig det gäller att en konsument söker efter ytterligare information om en produkt
eller om det handlar om ett företag som vill spåra en vara genom distributionskedjan
krävs det idag att man söker informationen helt på egen hand. Det är i dessa fall svårt
att verifiera att informationen är korrekt eller kommer från en säker källa. Att hålla koll
på om en källa är säker eller inte är dessutom något som bara blir viktigare och viktigare
i dagens informationsrika samhälle. Detta gör en distribuerad produkttjänstdatabas som
ONS till ett i tiden viktigt verktyg för att säkra produktägares informationskanal både
till konsumenterna och sina affärspartners.
Målet med examensarbetet är att visa hur GS1- och EPCglobal:s standarder kan användas
för att bygga en infrastruktur som kan fungera som länk mellan produkter och tjänster
som följer dessa. Examensarbetet innefattar att sätta upp ett svenskt ONS-system som
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kopplar ihop produkter med tjänster och att skapa två demonstrationer för att visa nyttan med infrastrukturen. Examensarbetet innefattar även att samarbeta med AFNIC i
Frankrike för att sätta ihop en federerad rot mellan Europa och Skandinavien.
De två demonstratorerna visar att EPCglobal, GS1 och AFNIC:s standarder fungerar för
att adressera produkter på internet. De visar också att det krävs ett fortsatt standardiseringsarbete och ett aktivt samarbete med användare för att kunna skapa ett komplett
och attraktivt produktionssystem.
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Glossary
AI

Application Identifier - Standard for encoding different identification types into a DataMatrix.

ASCII

American Standard Code for Information Interchange - Standard for encoding text characters.

Best Practice

Methods and techniques that have consistently shown results
superior than those achieved with other means, and which are
used as benchmarks to strive for.

BO

Brand Owner - Owner of a product brand that has extended
information.

CIN

Catalogue Item Notification - GS1 standard for storing product
information in an XML file.

CMT

Common Mapping Table - Mapping table linking GS1 prefixes
with which ONS Peer Root(OPR) it corresponds to.

Content Server

A server containing an XML-file for each product that supports
extended packaging.

DBMS

Database Management System - A set of programs that control
the creation, maintenance and use of a database.

Domain name

A hierarchical, ’dot’ (.) separated namespace used to identify
hosts on the Internet.

DataMatrix

A two-dimensional barcode consisting of black and white
”cells” or modules arranged in either a square or rectangular
pattern. The encoded information can be text or raw data.

Directory Service

A software system that stores, organizes and provides access to
information in a file system.

DNAME

A DNAME record is a DNS zone file entry that map a subtree
of the DNS name space to another domain.
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DNS

Domain Name Service - An infrastructure level Internet service
used to discover information about a domain name. It was
originally developed to map a host name to an IP address, but
has since been extended to other uses.

EAN

European Article Number - Barcode standards defined by GS1
used worldwide for identifying products.

EPC

Electronic Product Code - An abstract namespace made up of
an EPC Manager Number, an Object Class code, and a Serial
Number, or a subset thereof.

EPCglobal

A joint venture between GS1 and GS1 US. It is an organization
set up to achieve worldwide adoption and standardization of
Electronic Product Code (EPC) technology [68].

EPCIS

Electronic Product Code Information Service - A series of EPC
Network specific standards defining various methods of data
exchange and metadata lookup.

FQDN

Fully-Qualified Domain Name - The absolute domain name

F-ONS

Federated Object Naming System - Multiple ONS peer roots
collaborating at the same hierarchical level to resolve the response for queries.

GS1

Global Standards 1 - An international non profit association
dedicated to the development and implementation of global
standards.

GTIN

Global Trade Item Number - used to identify traded objects
and services.

GUI

Graphical User Interface.

IoT

Internet of Things - A conceptual name describing the area of
Internet-connected objects.

JVM

Java Virtual Machine - Is the environment where java programs
are executed in.

Local ONS

A Brand Owner’s ONS, as a part of Federated ONS.

NAPTR

Naming Authority PoinTeR - A DNS record type (35) that
contains information about a specific delegation point within
some other namespace using regular expressions.

ONS

Object Naming Service - A resolution system based on DNS,
used for discovering authoritative information about an EPC.

ONS peer-root

An ONS node at root level in a Federated ONS.
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RFID

Radio Frequency IDentification - An object identification technique that is using radio waves to transfer data.

RIR

Regional Internet Registry - An organization that manages the
allocation and registration of Internet number resources within
a particular region of the world.

SGTIN

Serialized Global Trade Item Number - The combination of a
GTIN and a unique serial number corresponding to a unique
product.

TDT

Tag Data Translation - Translation between different types of
tags. EPC to DNS etc.

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier - The superclass of all identifiers
that follow the ’scheme:scheme-specific-string’ convention as
specified in RFC 2396 [RFC2396] (e.g. ”urn:isbn:2-97003690-8” or ”http://example.com/news.html”).

URL

Uniform Resource Locator - A URI that identifies a resource
via a representation of its primary access mechanism (e.g., its
network location), rather than identifying the resource by name
or by some other attribute(s) of that resource.

VPS

Virtual Private Server - A virtual server, here referred to as an
ordered cloud service.

XML

eXtensible Markup Language - A set of rules for encoding documents in machine-readable form.

ZXing

Zebra Crossing - Open-Source library for barcode interpretation.
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1. Introduction
With the highly Internet connected society of today, people take easy access of information about everyday things almost for granted. This presents the possibility of a new
communication channel where companies can communicate with the general population.
The idea about the “Internet of Things” or “IoT” is to connect physical objects to the
Internet, objects can be directly connected to the Internet or addressable through a discovery service. This makes it possible for brand owners to present product information
that has no room on physical products, called extended packaging data.
Recently, powerful Internet-connected mobile devices have spread widely on the market.
This gives an interesting opportunity for brand owners to get a direct communication
channel to their end users. With the use of a mobile application able to scan barcodes
and an Internet connection, it is possible for consumers to access all the product information they are interested in, wherever they are.
A developed IoT infrastructure opens up many possibilities for new services, e.g. traceability. This enhances companies’ ability to trace their products in the chain of distribution. With every product individually identifiable and traceable throughout the system,
the granularity of product tracking and tracing is greatly improved. This granularity
presents a good platform for improving companies’ efficiency in several different areas
e.g. environmental impact and distribution costs.

1.1

Background

The concept of the “Internet of Things” (IoT) is to enable addressing of physical objects
on the Internet. A unique identification number is required for every physical object
to be electronically addressed. This is done by using a robust infrastructure that enables access to the item’s inherent attributes as well as those acquired as it moves around.
EPCGlobal [14], a joint venture between Global Standards 1 (GS1)[30] and GS1 US,
has devised a set of standards set up to achieve worldwide adoption and standardization of Electronic Product Code (EPC) technology. Their goal is to improve visibility,
traceability, efficiency, and quality throughout the supply chain between companies and
the market.
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The problem is that the architecture consists of many components and standards, all of
which can be combined in various constellations and some parts have not been tested
together or used in real world examples. Standards are in use, but often in a closed
environment with no external interaction. More components need to be complemented
to the architecture before it is complete, e.g. how two entities should authenticate each
other or how to discover the entities that have handled an item.
This project was founded by .SE (The Internet Infrastructure Foundation) and GS1
Sweden, each with a different background. One of the main goals for .SE, besides operating the Swedish top-level domain, is to develop Internet in Sweden. Giving “things” a
presence on the Internet will create many new opportunities and the result of the project
will guide .SE’s future involvement in this area. GS1 Sweden, on the other hand, wants
to prove that their solution and standard can be used in real world examples and that
different entities can interact with each other. E.g. that extended information about a
product can be retrieved or that a brand owner is able to track and trace its products
through the distribution chain. These are some of the challenges that need to be dealt
with in the project.
.SE has a long background in building the infrastructure for Internet in Sweden. DNS
has been used for serving domain name request for many years and has been extended
by EPCglobal to Object Naming Service (ONS) for “things”. To make IoT successful,
it needs a dynamic and scalable infrastructure which makes using DNS the best choice.
Companies are interested in providing the consumers with correct information but also
to keep their business secrets in-house, the security therefore concerns several different
levels and areas. Another key aspect of IoT is that the infrastructure uses the same
standard, so that new companies easily can be added to the system.
ONS has not yet been thoroughly examined whether or not it is suitable as a directory service. A federated ONS (F-ONS), as suggested by AFNIC [2], where the number
of root nodes would be increased is also a viable addition to ONS. F-ONS has not been
implemented in real enough scenarios to know whether it is a good solution to use.

1.2

Problem Description

If a consumer finds a product and is interested in additional information about it, which
is not available on the package, the consumer needs to sort out his/her own intuitive
way to get the desired information. This leaves the manufacturer without the means of
controlling that the information the consumer receives is correct. Neither is there a way
for the consumer to know if the information is trustworthy. This can be devastating,
e.g. regarding incorrect allergen information. This will be referred to as scenario 1.
Product manufacturers recall a lot of products when some defective products have been
20

discovered in a store or at a distributor. Even if they know how many of the products
were defect and where they have been delivered, they still do not know which batch the
defective product belonged to. Today’s recall procedure is also a very time consuming
process since the store has to contact the product supplier who in turn can interpret
the information on the packaging to determine where and when the product was manufactured. This information is used when trying to identify which products have been
affected. The estimation over defective products is very inaccurate due to the lack of
batch identification on the products packaging. This makes it possible for defective
products to reach further out in the chain of distribution before it is possible to catch
them. This will be referred to as scenario 2.
To retrieve extended packaging for products or to perform a recall, different modules of
the systems developed for the scenarios need to be able to locate each other. The vast
and distributed infrastructure DNS offers a good platform for connecting services on the
Internet. But when any single party has control over the infrastructure, they have the
possibility to influence other actors who are dependent on it.
EPCglobal’s standards may be suitable for the needs of the project but they have not
been implemented in real enough scenarios to draw definite conclusions. The security
aspects of the scenarios are also big issues, the reputation of Brand Owners are at stake
and security should be given extra consideration.

1.3

Goals

From the problem description of this thesis, the following goals have been derived:
• Show a way for brand owners to provide extended product information to consumers.
• Show how a brand owner can track and trace a defect product through the distribution chain.
• Show the benefit of using ONS as a Directory Service for IoT.
• Analyze the pros and cons of using a federated ONS.
• Analyze how EPCGlobal standards can be used to connect physical items with
information on the Internet.
• Analyze security aspects concerning the two scenarios and investigate possible
solutions to security threats.

1.4

Method

To visualize a potential global infrastructure for IoT, two demonstrators will be built.
These will show the possibilities of how to solve the problems of information collecting,
21

in a standardized way. The first demonstrator will show how extended packaging could
work, using a mobile phone connected to the Internet and the DNS infrastructure for
looking up products. The second demonstrator will show how easy it could be to track
and trace individual products throughout the chain of distribution by using a standardized and secure infrastructure.
To demonstrate that the ONS standard can be used globally between different actors
located at different geographical locations, collaboration with AFNIC [2], GS1 Sweden
[60] and GS1 France [22] is important. To make the ONS structure accepted on a political level, the Federated ONS structure would be implemented. The root level in the
Federated ONS tree will be distributed over different regions to avoid the problems of a
single DNS root that is the de facto standard used today. To show this, a Scandinavian
and European root level collaboration will be shown in the demonstration. .SE will be
responsible for the Scandinavian root and the Swedish country node, AFNIC will be
running the European root and the French country node.
The two different demonstrators will be evaluated in three main areas; standards, security and F-ONS. The standards evaluation is for looking at the different standards
that EPCglobal [14] has been writing in the area, to see how well composed they are,
how well they work when integrated in an actual system and if there are things in them
that may need to be changed or revised. The security evaluation is for shedding light
on different security issues and challenges in the solutions. In the second demonstrator
in particular, the security question is very important since it is dealing with company
secrets involving product distribution and defects. The evaluation of F-ONS is done to
determine how well this infrastructural component works, simplifying and pushing the
future development of the IoT. This part of the evaluation will also look at what the
federative part of the solution does to help bridge the possible cultural and political
opposition that may arise against further implementation of the IoT. The two demonstrators will also be analyzed on how well they comply against the EPCglobal F-ONS
Requirement specification [17].

1.4.1

Demonstrator 1

The first demonstrator is created to show how F-ONS can work as a discovery service
for getting extended packaging information for products. The demonstrator has three
main system components, a mobile phone device for receiving the information, a content
server where the extended packaging information is stored and an ONS infrastructure for
pointing out where the servers containing the information related to different products
can be found.
This demonstration can, with the aid of the reliable DNS infrastructure in a standardized
way, let many different product manufacturers interact directly with their end consumers
through their own content servers. This lets the brand owners feel safe about the consumers getting the correct information involving their products.
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1.4.2

Demonstrator 2

The second demonstrator is created to show how F-ONS can work as a discovery service
helping the Track and Trace procedure for a product. F-ONS will point out which Track
and Trace server URL is responsible for a certain Global Trade Item Number (GTIN).
The Track and Trace server will ask F-ONS for a discovery service to find all Electronic
Product Code Information Services (EPCIS) [16] servers that have information about a
GTIN. EPCIS servers contain information about the products status at that location.
Aggregating this data will give the chain of distribution and the products status at all
logging points.
This demonstration is meant to show that serial or batch level tracking of products
using F-ONS will give optimal help to recall products even down to the granularity of
single products. This will benefit both the environmental footprint and the economical
impact of a defective product.

1.4.3

Demonstrator Functionality Testing

For each module in the project, goals are set in the planning phase and written into a
test document, to know when the module could be considered finished. A test document
is also written for each demonstrator to know when they could be considered finished.
The test documents consist of demands the module/demonstrator should meet to be
considered finished. They also contain instructions on how to verify if the demands are
met. Even if some goals change or take a different route during the project, the test
documents give a good idea of the functionality of the modules and the whole scenarios.

1.5

Limitations

• Only a system that operates in a Research & Development environment will be
developed.
• Existing software will be used since the focus is on the system wide integration.
Custom components will be created when needed, e.g. web portals and mobile
applications will be created in order to use in the system.
• The EPCglobal [14] standards cover various aspects and only a subset of the standards will be used within this project.
• There are different solutions of getting the identity or product type of the item,
but the method of getting this information is not important. The important part
is to e.g. get the extended information about the item.
• The system should be simple enough to understand so audience members are able
to appreciate the content of the demonstration.
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• Security mechanism will be used if they are present in the products, but no new
ones will be developed.
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2. Previous Work
There is a lot of earlier work made in the areas this thesis covers. To be able to describe
the system constructed, this section presents a background on the areas covered and
describes different solutions and standards that this thesis is based upon.

2.1

Internet of Things

The “Internet of Things” (IoT) is a concept initially proclaimed by the research collaboration between several big universities, called Auto-ID Center. They described IoT as:
“Our vision is simple: a world in which low-cost RFID tags are put on every manufactured item and tracked using a single, global network as they move from one company
to another and one country to another. The key is to create a universal, open standard
for identifying products and sharing information. We are working with companies and
organizations around the world to make it as easy for one company to read another’s
tags as it is for Dell computers to communicate with Apple machines over the Internet.”
[36]
Today what is called the Internet of Things is recognized as two totally different areas, one with products that is aware and connected while the other is “dumb” products.
The aware and connected products could be anything from a coffee maker, which you
can handle over the Internet to connected electricity meters. The “dumb” products,
which are described by Auto-ID Center that also are the ones handled in this thesis,
could be anything from chairs to milk packages that are electronically addressed on the
Internet.
In 2003 Auto-ID Center was divided into two parts, EPCglobal [14] and Auto-ID Labs
[37]. EPCglobal, which is part of the global company GS1, have developed many of the
standards used in the thesis. Auto-id Labs which still is composed of the universities
involved in the original Auto-id Center who have been working with further development
of IoT infrastructure.
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2.2

Object identification

To differentiate all objects identification is necessary. This identification needs to be addressable uniquely all over the world and be machine-readable to enable automatization.
There exist a couple of technologies that can hold this data information on a ”Thing”.
These identification techniques are interpreted in different ways and can store different
kind of data. Barcodes [Section 2.3] represents data in lines of different widths or in
a pattern of pixels. A barcode is cheap and can be printed on a paper. Barcodes can
only be read if it is visible and can also be interpreted with special software on a mobile
device with a camera. Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) [37] is another technology
that uses radio waves to exchange data between a reader and a tag. These techniques
are good at different things where the RFID can be read at a long distance and does not
need to visually see the tag. A RFID tag can also withstand weather in a much greater
extent but needs a special reader to interpret the tag. The object identification type is
not the important thing in this report more then that in some way a ”Thing” can be
identified with a mobile device and in a deterministic way.

2.3

GS1 Standards

The GS1 [60] Standards is used on products all over the world. GS1 provides identification techniques that are unique globally.

2.3.1

Barcode types

To encode the identification numbers for a product a barcode is used. The most common
barcode is the EAN-13 [28] and are present on most product packages today. To enable
serial level identification, 2d barcodes can be used such as the DataMatrix [25]. Both
the EAN-13 and DataMatrix are GS1 standards.
The European Article Number (EAN) - 13 is a one-dimensional barcode that can only
encode a very limited amount of data. The EAN-13 can store up to 13 numbers such as
the GTIN-13.

Figure 2.1: DataMatrix with human-readable interpretation
The DataMatrix is a two-dimensional barcode that encode both number and alphanumeric characters. The maximum amount of numbers is 3116 and the maximum amount
of characters is 2335.
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Figure 2.2: DataMatrix with human-readable interpretation

2.3.2

Product identification

To identify a large number of products, there is a need for a deterministic standard of
uniquely identifying every product. GS1 [30] has many different product identification
solutions. The GS1 standards open many possibilities due to that GS1 systems are widely
used. The GS1 systems used in this project are GTIN-13, SGTIN and the GS1 Element
String. GS1 numbering system contains a GS1 Country Prefix [31]. The country prefix
is the digits 735 in [Example 2.1]. Sweden has the numbers 730-739 and France 300-379.
Almost every country has a member organization and an own span of prefixes. That
member organization is managing the number series and assigning them to companies
in that country.
Example 2.1: GS1 System
GTIN-13:7350051450013
GTIN-14:07350051450013
SGTIN:735005145.0001.001
EPC:urn:epc:id:sgtin:735005145.0001.001
DataMatrix Element Strings:010735005145001321001

The Global Trade Identification Number - 13 (GTIN-13) is the numbering system used
on most products today, also referred to as EAN-13.
Example 2.2: GTIN-13
Number of articles GTIN-13
1000
CCCXXXXXXAAAK
10000
CCCXXXXXAAAAK
100000
CCCXXXXAAAAAK
1000000
CCCXXXAAAAAAK
C...C = GS1 Country Code
X...X = GS1 Company Prefix
A...A = Article number
K = Control digit
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GS1 is allocating these GTIN-13 numbers according to this scheme [Example 2.2]. The
allocations is based on how many products the company has.
The GTIN-14 is used when the identification is included in other formats such as the
DataMatrix Element Strings. The first digit is the logical variant (lv) that enables the
same product to be packaged into eight levels. The digit 9 is used only for the outer
package. The digit 0 is used for encoding GTIN-13 and lesser digit GTIN’s into a GTIN14.
The Serialized Global Trade Identification Number (SGTIN) is a way of compressing
GTIN and serial number into a tag. Electronic Product Code (EPC) is used in RFID
tags to provide serial level identification. The EPCIS systems are using the EPC to
store Event data. The products in this system use the GS1 Element String encoding on
a DataMatrix. To use these products in the EPCIS system, a translation between these
numbering systems is performed.
GS1 Element String is the encoding used in the DataMatrix. The GS1 Element String
is encoded as ASCII characters inside the DataMatrix. The GS1 DataMatrix always
starts with a <FNC1> tag. The FNC1 is used to differentiate the GS1 DataMatrix
from other implementations. The subsequent character is an Application Identifier (AI)
[26] ‘01’, denoting that a GTIN will follow and that it consists of fourteen characters.
After these first characters comes AI 21, identifying the subsequent digits as a serial
number [Example 2.1].

2.3.3

Translating Product Tags

GS1 has algorithms to translate tags between different GS1 Standards. These translations listed here are those that are included in this project.
DataMatrix to EPC
To store and query the EPCIS system the DataMatrix encoding needs to be translated
into the EPC standard. To achieve this, the DataMatrix number is translated into a
GTIN-14 and a serial number. The Application Identifier 01 is of fixed length and does
not need a field separator <FNC1>. The GTIN-14 is the 14 characters following the
Application Identifier 01. The serial number is all the numbers after the digits 21 starts
at position 17 and is of variable length but is not followed by another Element String so
no need for <FNC1>. To encode the GTIN-14 to a SGTIN, the logical variant (digit
located at position 1) is inserted to the right of the GS1 Company Prefix with a dot
before. Then appending the serial number with a preceding dot. Then append the
SGTIN to urn:epc:id:sgtin:.
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Example 2.3: Translation procedure EPC
1)
2)
3)
4)

010735005145001321001
GTIN-14: 07350051450013 Serial:001
SGTIN: 735005145.0001.001
EPC: urn:epc:id:sgtin:735005145.0001.001

DataMatrix to domain name
In order to do lookups on products over the DNS infrastructure, the product identification needs to be made into a Fully-Qualified Domain Name (FQDN), e.g.
home.example.com. [48]. When the product identification number is read from a DataMatrix barcode, it is received in the form: 010735005145001321001 (Notice the Application Identifiers ‘01’ and ‘21’), which include a GTIN and a serial number.
To transform this EPC into a domain name, the application first has to have knowledge of one of the peer-roots (preferably the closest one geographically, making the
lookup faster) so that its ending can be concatenated to the end of the created domain
name. A regional peer-root of the F-ONS system could for example be recognized as
onsepc.se. The Name Authority Pointer (NAPTR) lookup will be on a product class
level [29], which means that there is no serial level lookup and therefore no serial number
in the translated domain name.
Example 2.4: Translation procedure Domain name
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

010735005145001321001
010735005145001321
7350051450013
3100541500537
3.1.0.0.5.4.1.5.0.0.5.3.7.gtin.id.onsepc.se.

The translation steps from product identification number to domain name can be seen
in [Example 2.4]. 1) The original product identification number. 2) The first step
of translating the product identification number into a domain name is to remove the
serial number. 3) The Application Identifiers and the leading zero, which is a padding
zero for GTIN-13 numbers [29], are then removed. 4) The number is reversed. 5)
Every digit in the now reversed GTIN number is separated with dots and concatenated
with gtin.id and the peer-root domain name (in this case onsepc.se). The result
is 3.1.0.0.5.4.1.5.0.0.5.3.7.gtin.id.onsepc.se. that can be looked up using
normal DNS to acquire the wanted NAPTR record.
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2.3.4

CIN XML Structure

The Catalogue Item Notification (CIN) [27] XML structure contains information about a
product. This standard contains article information and can be extended with food and
beverages information. Information stored in the article information is e.g. Supplier,
Buyer, Manufacturer identity, GTIN, Item name, Brand name, Package measurement,
Package marking, etc. The optional food and beverage extension contains information
about e.g. Nutrients, Ingredients, Preparation, etc. This structure is used by the Brand
Owner to store information about their products.

2.3.5

EPCIS

The EPC Information Services (EPCIS) holds historical event data about Electronic
Product Codes (EPCs). This data provides serial level tracking of product’s event data.
The events can be of types: EPCIS Aggregation, Object, Quantity and Transaction.
Aggregating all EPCIS servers’ information about an EPC will give the full chain of
what happened with the product from manufacturing to the end-user [16]. The EPCIS
repository is responsible for storing the events and there exists no interface for deleting
them. Through of the absence of deletion, the events registered are always present as
long as the database exists.
For the test bed, the system uses the open-source solution Fosstrak [20]. Fosstrak is
running on two Mac minis with Ubuntu 10.4 and MySQL [50] database support. To
enable the test bed to use three sources utilizing an EPCIS, Fosstrak is running with
two instances on one Mac mini and one instance on another. Fosstrak has implemented
the EPCIS standard version 1.0.1. The optional authentication is not implemented in
Fosstrak, so any computer on the same network can query and capture data from the
repository.
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Figure 2.3: EPCIS interface overview
The SOAP interface is used to access the data from the repository. Adding events to the
system uses the HTTP Post where the payload is an XML file. The events are stored in
a database. The database for Fosstrak is the free to use MySQL DataBase Management
System (DBMS).
EPCIS Events
An EPCIS event contains information about what, when and where a product in the
distribution chain has been identified. It is constructed after a set of vocabulary identifiers and definitions from the Core Business Vocabulary Standard [15] to ensure that all
parties who exchange EPCIS data will have a common understanding of the semantic
meaning of that data. The data fields for an EPCIS event are described in the following
table.
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EPCIS Event field
EPCIS Location

Occurred
EPCs
Action
Business step

Disposition

Readpoint ID
Business location

Description
Owner of the EPCIS server containing the event.
Outside the scope of the Core Business Vocabulary
Standard [15] but added to the demonstrator for clarity.
Timestamp of event, including time zone offset.
Every EPC the event is concerning.
Denotes whether the event was added anew or observed.
Specifies what business process step was taking place that
caused the event to be captured.
E.g. ‘Shipping’ and ‘Departing’.
Specifies the business condition of the subject of the event,
assumed to hold true until another event changes it.
E.g. ‘in progress’ and ‘in transit’.
The location where the EPCIS event took place.
E.g. ‘0439120.01822.handheld02’
The location where the subject of the event is assumed to be
following an EPCIS event, until a new event takes place that
indicates otherwise. E.g. ‘0439120.01822.loadingdock04’.

EPCIS server distribution
The system uses three different EPCIS servers. The first is the Brand Owner’s server
that contains events about manufacturing and when the product was shipped. Second
is the Distributor’s server, which contains events regarding delivery of the product from
the manufacturer to the store. The third server is owned by the store and contains
events about receiving and selling the product. These servers only contain the events
that they are responsible for. When an event is registered, the EPCIS server registers
at the Discover Service [Section 3.4.3] that it has identified the product. To follow the
product through the whole distribution chain, every EPCIS server with events about the
product will be queried. The events are then aggregated and shown in a graphical user
interface (GUI).
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Figure 2.4: EPCIS interface overview

2.4

Federated Directory Service

Federated Object Naming Service (F-ONS) is a Domain Name System (DNS) -based
structure developed by the French company AFNIC [2] for resolving product identification numbers. The federated version of ONS is a system where the root is built up of
several peers that together share the load of the ONS root. The solution for how this
is to be accomplished is presented in their report “Federated ONS Architecture for The
Internet of Things Implementation” [1]
This infrastructure is to be serving requests of where to locate different kinds of services. The buildup of the F-ONS infrastructure is organized as the DNS system, in a
hierarchical way, with the important difference of the root being distributed over several
peer roots that have the same architectural privilege. This produces an ONS-system
that is free from the private corporation ownership flaws of the DNS root that is reality
today [55]. The administration of which country that is located under which peer-root
is to be managed using a Common Mapping Table (CMT) where a country’s GS1 coun33

try prefix will be stored together with the peer-root it belongs to. This CMT is to be
manually managed by the members of the ONS federation. The next level of the F-ONS
hierarchy, under the root, is the country level.
The country level will have one ONS node for every country. This country level node will
then delegate all the company name-spaces allocated under its country code to the companies own ONS name server, leaving the administration of the company name-spaces
to themselves, just like in the DNS infrastructure.

2.4.1

Dynamic Delegation Discovery Service

DDDS or Dynamic Delegation Discovery Service [44] is a service that uses rewrite rules
on an application-unique string to produce the desired result for the application. In
order to retrieve the specific rule that is to be used for the rewrite, a key is used to find
the rule in a rule database of some sort. In the ONS case, the database used for the
rules is DNS. The key for finding the correct rule in the database therefore has to be a
valid domain name; the rules associated with the domain name keys will be stored in
NAPTR Resource Records [45].

2.4.2

Naming Authority PoinTeR - Resource Record

To connect certain GTIN to the services available for the product, the DNS protocol
component Naming Authority Pointer (NAPTR), is used. This is proposed by EPCglobal [14] in their ONS standards document [23]. The NAPTR Resource Record (RR)
[45] with the DNS type number 35, was originally made by the IETF URN working
group [38] for storing rules in DNS for handling re-delegations of URIs. This was done
using a regular expression (regexp) to rewrite a string into a domain name. This rule
record in a widely distributed database such as the Domain Name System of course
opens up for many different applications, among which ONS is one.
In the NAPTR record, there are six different fields [Table 2.1]. As described in the
ONS Standard [23], the Order field is not used and shall therefore be 0, the preference
field is used to indicate which field is highest prioritized if several equal records exist (0
has highest preference). The flag field indicates what the regexp field contains, in the
case of ONS, it shall contain a “u”, denoting that the field contains a terminal rule in
the form of a URI.

Order
0

Pref
0

Flags
u

Service
EPC+epcis

Regexp
!.*$!http://example.com/cgi-bin/epcis!

Replacement
. (a period)

Table 2.1: Example of NAPTR record
The Service field is for telling the querying application what kind of service that is lo34

cated at the URI in the regexp field in [Table 2.1]. The service field for ONS NAPTR
records starts with “EPC+” (EPC for Electronic Product Code), followed by the service
that the URL belongs to. Using the service field, the querying application can locate
the desired service among the NAPTR records and, in turn, extract the regexp field.
The regexp field starts with !.*$! (regexp meaning “match anything”) then the URL
followed by an exclamation point character (!). Lastly, the NAPTR record has a field
called the replacement field. This field together with the regexp field makes up the Substitution Expression in the DDDS algorithm [46]. The two fields are mutually exclusive,
therefore, since the ONS uses the regexp field, the replace field is specified to be just “.”.

2.4.3

Non-Terminal DNS Name Redirection

The DNAME RR [10], type code 39, is used in DNS to make non-terminal DNS name
redirections, meaning that a domain name query is redirected to query another domain
name instead of the one initially queried. A DNAME RR does, in contrast to CNAME
RR [48], redirect entire sub trees residing under the redirected domain name. An example
of a DNAME RR can be seen in [Example 2.5].

2.4.4

Updating Zone from CMT

AFNIC [1] suggests using a Common Mapping Table solution to create a common view
on which countries that belongs to what regional root. It is suggested to begin as an
offline non-automated solution. This means that all that is needed for the redirection
of NAPTR lookups to another country’s infrastructure is to manually have DNAME
records added in the peer-roots that rewrites the requests so that it queries the correct
regional root. The layout of a CMT record and the DNAME derived from it can be seen
in [Example 2.5]
Example 2.5: CMT to DNAME record
# Common Mapping Table
Country prefix
Root Domain name
300
<european-root>
# Translated into DNAME record for Scandinavian root
0.0.3.gtin.id.<scandinavian-root> IN DNAME 0.0.3.gtin.id.<european-root>
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3. System Description
The system consist of three major parts, the first part is Federated Object Naming System (F-ONS), which is the infrastructure. The second part is the server structure where
companies or brand owners can provide content to different kinds of services. The last
part is the application section, which connects the two parts and provides a user with
information.
The system description chapter is divided in four different sections. The sections FONS and Web Server describe system-wide components that are used in both scenarios.
The sections Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 describes the two different scenarios that the
thesis has been based upon.

3.1

F-ONS

The Federated-Object Naming Service is the Directory Service and distributed service
database at the backbone of the systems analyzed in this thesis. It is a Domain Name
System (DNS) based service with a federated root, which is described in [Section 2.4].
One example of using F-ONS is if you are in Sweden, creating a domain name corresponding to the Scandinavian root node (this is the root most likely to be trusted by a
Swedish application) using a French GTIN-13 [Example 2.2] number. The domain name
is looked up using a standard DNS Name Authority Pointer (NAPTR) lookup [Section 2.4.2]. The regional F-ONS peer-root that Sweden is located under, Scandinavia,
recognizes the country code in the domain name as belonging to France and therefore
redirects the query to the regional root that the French country node is located under,
Europe. This redirection is made using non-terminal DNS name redirection (DNAME)
[Section 2.4.3], see example [Example 2.5]. Then, the French hierarchy is traversed to
the company node that holds the NAPTR corresponding to the French domain name
queried.

3.1.1

System Buildup

The F-ONS system used in the scenarios analyzed in this report is constructed in the
three levels mentioned earlier, root, country and company. As can be seen in [Figure
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3.1], the top root level is composed of two root nodes representing a Scandinavian regional root and a European regional root following the suggestions by AFNIC’s F-ONS
specification [1]. The Scandinavian so-called ”peer-root” node is composed of two Virtual Private Server (VPS) resources to be able to have some redundancy in the test bed.
The node is acting name server to the zone onsepc.se, underneath which the Swedish
country nodes start of authority is 3.7.gtin.id.onsepc.se, representing the Swedish
GS1 country prefixes of 730 through 739 [31]. The French governs over the country codes
300 through 379, which means that when trying to lookup any number underneath e.g.
0.0.3.gtin.id.onsepc.se, the query would be passed on to the European peer-root.

Figure 3.1: F-ONS demonstrator structure
The third level of the F-ONS tree is the company level. This is the bottom level in the
topology, which is completely handled by the company owning the specific part of the
GS1 number address space [Section 2.3]. This level is where the NAPTR records reside;
holding the URLs to the different services connected to the specific product GTIN number. The test bed holds two different company nodes under the Swedish country node,
one for .SE [57] and one for GS1 Sweden [60].
The GS1 Sweden company node is handled explicitly by GS1 Sweden, so the hardware
setup is unknown. The .SE company level node is redundantly installed on two Mac mini
desktop computers running BIND 9.7 on Ubuntu 10.4. The Scandinavian peer-root and
the Swedish country node are redundantly installed on two Virtual Private Server (VPS)
cloud services, one running BIND 9.7 on Ubuntu 10.4 and one running BIND 9.5 on De38

bian 5.0. The redundancy of the system is for making sure that the ONS is available at
all times, based on best practice for operational DNS servers. Following best practive,
every node in the ONS tree is represented by a master and a slave DNS server.

3.1.2

New Services

For incorporating the services used in the test bed, there has been a need to make several
different service field additions to the ONS NAPTR records. The different extra added
services and their tags are Discovery Service (ds), Content Server (cs) and Track and
Trace (tt). In [Example 3.1], a NAPTR record for the service Discovery Service can be
seen.
Example 3.1: NAPTR record
3.1.0.0 IN NAPTR 0 0 "u" "EPC+ds" "!.*$!http://example.com/ds!" .

The ONS standard [23] declares that this service is to be registered with EPC Network
Protocol Parameter registry. This has not been made for the services devised for these
demonstrators, but the services would need to be registered if the system is to be made
officially operational.

3.2

Web Server

To serve files and host servlets, the Apache [21] web server is used. Apache is installed
on a server running Ubuntu 10.4 for the test bed but has support for multiple operating
systems. The Apache solution is open-source and free to use. To enable Java Servlet and
JavaServer Pages, the open source Tomcat implementation is installed on the Apache
structure. HTTPS is part of Apache and can be enabled for extra security. Enabling
this will protect the users from eavesdropping.

3.3

Scenario 1

Scenario 1 deals with finding additional information about a product when the information cannot fit on the package; this is referred to as Extended Packaging. The additional
information can, for example, be the content description in another language.
The scenario begins with a customer finding a product with a certain barcode. The
barcode marks that additional information can be retrieved, if it is scanned. The customer uses her phone and starts a scanning application. In the application, the user
can use the camera to scan the barcode [Section 2.3]. This barcode is interpreted and
translated into a domain name. The domain name is resolved through F-ONS [Section
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3.1] and the mobile application receives a link [Example 3.1] to the Brand Owner’s Content Server [Section 3.3.2]. The mobile application downloads a CIN XML file from the
Content Server and displays the information for the customer [Section 3.3.1].

Figure 3.2: Demonstrator 1 - Extended packaging

3.3.1

Mobile Application

The mobile application connects the end-user directly to a brand owner. iPhone 4
is chosen as the platform because of the Internet connectivity, advanced camera and
great Software Developer Kit (SDK). The mobile phone will scan product barcodes and
translate the scanned barcode to a F-ONS query. The F-ONS query will result in an
answer with a link to the information provider for this product. The mobile phone
application will use this link to download information about the product and present it
to the user. The application is built so that the Graphical User Interface (GUI) shall be
as responsive as possible. This means that all processing-intensive routines are performed
in the background without affecting the processing of the GUI. The application also has
some extra functionality such as TV-output for demonstration purposes.
Modules
The mobile application is built around multiple modules that provides functionality and
to be abstracted away from other modules in the system. The key components of the
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system are the ONS Resolver, HTTPRequest, XML Parser, BarcodeCapture and Tag
data Translation. All of the components are available in [Appendix C].
ONS Resolver uses the C library “libresolv” for DNS lookups. Libresolv is used for
retrieving the NAPTR records from the F-ONS infrastructure using a domain name
lookup. An Objective-C wrapper has been built around the C library to simplify F-ONS
resolving. The Objective-C wrapper is responsible for handling the request queue; this
queue will run in the background and perform the lookup when the operating system
grants it. The ONS Resolver is implemented as a singleton object to avoid conflicts in
the mobile application. When an operation is completed, the ONS Resolver will do a
callback to the delegate.
To download the data from the Content Server, the HTTPRequest module will be used.
The HTTPRequest will use the link from the NAPTR record to do an asynchronous
request for the CIN XML file and perform a callback with the content to the delegate.
The HTTPRequest is using a widely used open-source library ASIHTTPRequest [8] to
perform an HTTP Get [66] on an Apache web server.
NSXMLParser is used to extract data from the CIN structure. This parser is parsing the XML tags that is of the biggest interest for the consumer. These XML tags have
been identified by GS1 Sweden [60] to enhance the consumer experience. The data is
stored in an Array with two strings, the first string contains the headline for the data
and the second string contains the actual data. This data is then showed in a UITableView for the user. Units and measurements are written in GS1 codes so a translation
is necessary. The code translation is using XML files; they are parsed and provide an
interface for translating a code into a human readable string.
The GS1 standard DataMatrix [Section 2.3] is used to store the product GTIN. To
scan a DataMatrix, the mobile phone’s camera is used. To scan a DataMatrix is a
complex and computational intensive process. To focus on the whole system instead of
complex image analysis, the open source library ZXing [11] is used. ZXing has a great
implementation for iOS, which uses the protocol pattern with delegation [5]. Due to the
flexibility of the ZXing library, the GTIN-13 [Section 2.3] is also scannable to support
products that are available in stores today.When a barcode is scanned, a GTIN product
class number is returned, this number needs to be translated to a domain name request
using the Tag Data Translation module.
Graphical User Interface
iOS[7] is built on a touch interface where Apple [6] has user guidelines [4] to make
the application consistent with the rest of the operating system. The Graphical User
Interface (GUI) is using iOS standardized components and is divided in three parts using
tabs. The first tab contains the capture part where the user scans a barcode. The second
tab is for when the barcode is unscannable and the user needs to type the barcode using
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the keyboard and the third part is the history where old successful scans are saved.

Figure 3.3: iPhone Graphical User Interface
The capture tab contains a button to start a scan view that can capture a barcode. The
enter number tab contains a text field where the user can manually type in the GTIN.
The history view contains a list with the successful lookups on the products. The history
view is sorted by the latest lookup of a GTIN on top. These three tabs use a GTIN to
start the Category list view. This view starts a query to the ONS Resolver and on a
successful result, downloads the CIN XML file. This CIN data displayed as a list with
the category name in bold text and category information below.
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3.3.2

Content Server

Content Servers will be managed by product Brand Owners; these will provide extended
packaging information that is connected to the GTIN product number. The information
will be stored in the GS1 [60] standardized CIN XML structure [Section 2.3]. Using a
data storage standard makes it possible for the application to fetch and extract information from multiple sources. Every Brand Owner will host their own Content Server
with information about their products.
The Content Server is based on HTTP [66] and an Apache [Section 3.2] web server.
The web server is providing static data in the form of CIN XML files. The names of the
XML files follows the structure ’GTIN.xml’ and the full domain address is provided by
the F-ONS [Section 3.1] structure. The data that is provided by the Brand Owner is
public with no access restrictions.

3.4

Scenario 2

Scenario 2 deals with product recalls and tracking a product through the distribution
system [Figure 3.4]. When a product has been marked for recall, finding products from
the same batch could alleviate brand owners in deciding which and how many similar
products to recall. The scenario starts when a customer finds a defect product, brings it
to a store and the store scans the product. From here, the store application uses F-ONS
to locate the Brand Owner affiliated with the product. Information about the defect
is submitted at the Brand Owner’s product recall web page and is stored at the Brand
Owner’s defect-database.
To trace a product through the distribution system, the Brand Owner uses its Track and
Trace server. The Track and Trace server starts the process by doing an F-ONS lookup
to find the corresponding Discovery Service for the product. The Discovery Service provides a list of EPCIS servers containing events for the product and the Track and Trace
server queries each EPCIS server for the product’s events and displays them.
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Figure 3.4: Overview for Demonstrator 2 - Submitting a defect and tracking events

3.4.1

Store Application

The Store Application is the store interface for interacting with the Brand Owner’s Track
and Trace Server. When a store has a defect product with an SGTIN, the store user
opens an application and enters or scans the SGTIN. The system handles the process
of interpreting the DataMatrix barcode and translates it to a domain name. A lookup
is performed with the domain name using F-ONS and a link is returned with the brand
owner’s track and trace server responsible for the SGTIN. The user is redirected to the
brand owner’s recall web page. At the web page, the defect product’s barcode is already
provided and information about the product’s defect is entered and submitted to the
brand owner.

3.4.2

Track and Trace Server

The Track and Trace server is the link between a store with a defect product and other
stores carrying a product from the same batch. When the Brand Owner wants to recall
a product, the Track and Trace server finds the locations that carry products from the
same batch so that the products may be recalled. The track and trace server’s workflow
is as follows.
• A branch of the product’s distribution chain with a defect product contacts the
affected Brand Owner’s Track and Trace server and submits information about the
defect together with the SGTIN of the product.
• The Track and Trace server does an F-ONS lookup to find the Discovery Service
affiliated with the received SGTIN and receives a URL to the Discovery Service.
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• The Track and Trace server queries the Discovery Service for a list of EPCIS
servers containing events about the product. It receives a list of URLs pointing to
the EPCIS servers.
• The Track and Trace server queries each EPCIS server for events regarding the
SGTIN.
• The Track and Trace server shows a list of events associated with the queried
SGTIN and the defect they are associated with.
The following is a description of the modules in the Track and Trace Server. Throughout
the Track and Trace server, log4j [3] is used to log errors and information in the test
bed.
DiscoveryServiceHandler
The DiscoveryServiceHandler takes a URL to a Discovery Service and an SGTIN as
input parameters. It retrieves an XML file affiliated with the SGTIN from the Discovery
Service URL provided. The DiscoveryServiceHandler can then be used to parse the
XML file to retrieve a list of EPCIS servers to query for events affiliated with the input
SGTIN.
FosstrakHandler
FosstrakHandler is the interface to Fosstrak [20]. It takes an EPC as input parameter,
creates a Poll Object and wraps it into a SOAP request for querying. It then takes an
SGTIN and a list of EPCIS URLs and queries each EPCIS for events affiliated with
the input SGTIN. From the query, the FosstrakHandler receives a list of events that is
transformed into a two-dimensional array in a format suitable for displaying it as a table
of cells. The retrieved two-dimensional array is also sorted by date so it will be easier
to follow the event chain.
ONSResolver
The purpose of the ONSResolver is to retrieve a URL to a destination specified by the
input GTIN and service type. The lookup is made using the library dnsjava [67], which
is an implementation of DNS in Java. The service type [Table 2.1] can for example be
“EPC+ds” which would make the ONSResolver retrieve the Discovery Service associated with the input GTIN.
The ONSResolver also handles retrieving the NAPTR records associated with a certain domain name. When retrieved, it parses the URL from the regular expression field
of the NAPTR.
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SQLConnection
The SQLConnection module manages the connection with the SQL database. It provides
a basic interface for updating the database with information about a defect and the
associated SGTIN. It provides methods for retrieving the list of SGTINs to be displayed
in the Track and Trace Applet. It also provides a method for retrieving the defect from
the SQL database for a specified SGTIN.
TagDataTranslation
The function of the TagDataTranslation module is described in “Translating Product
Tags” found in Standards [Section 2.3]. This module translates GTINs and barcodes
and manages DataMatrixes.
The TagDataTranslation module is able to parse a DataMatrix and return the separate GTIN and serial number. It can verify if a GTIN and barcode is valid and translate
EPCs and GTINs between different forms.
Track and Trace Applet
The Track and Trace Applet is the graphical user interface (GUI) used by the Brand
Owner to track events through the distribution chain. Initially, it shows a list of reported defective products. When a product is selected from the list, information about
the defect is displayed and the events captured in the product’s distribution chain is
shown. The events can be more easily interpreted by removing the “URN prefix”.
A list of related SGTINs is displayed in the GUI, showing every EPC listed in the
selected defect product. By clicking on a related EPC, the user can follow the event
chain of the product affiliated with the EPC.

The Track and Trace Applet communicates with the Track and Trace Servlet by sending
and retrieving serialized objects (Serialization is the process of saving an object’s state
to a sequence of bytes). The applet can request the list of defect products or the defect
and list of events for a specific SGTIN. Communication with the servlet is performed
in a separate thread from the GUI’s so as not to freeze the interface while requesting data.
A UML diagram for the Track and Trace Applet can be found in [Appendix D].
Track and Trace Servlet
The Track and Trace Servlet is responsible for providing the applet with data from
Fosstrak and the SQL database. When requested by the Track and Trace Applet, the
servlet retrieves a list of defect products from the SQL database and delivers it to the
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Figure 3.5: Track and Trace Applet GUI

applet. When the Track and Trace applet requests the defect and events for an SGTIN,
the servlet uses several of the Track and Trace Server modules to gather data.
When prompted, the Track and Trace Servlet starts by using the TagDataTranslation
module to retrieve the GTIN from the submitted SGTIN. Next, the servlet uses the
ONSResolver module to retrieve the URL to the Discovery Service associated with the
retrieved GTIN. The DiscoveryServiceHandler uses the URL to the Discovery Service
and returns a list of EPCIS servers for querying. The FosstrakHandler module then
queries the EPCIS servers and returns a list of events associated with the submitted
SGTIN. Finally, the list of events is sorted by date using the FosstrakHandler module
and is then serialized and sent to the Track and Trace Applet.
A UML diagram for the Track and Trace Servlet can be found in [Appendix E].

3.4.3

Discovery Service

The Discovery Service contains information about which EPCIS servers that have event
data registered for a product. The Discovery Service utilizes Apache web server [Section
3.2] and provides an XML file for each product that has been registered by an EPCIS
server. Every Brand Owner has a Discovery Service affiliated with their products and
it is located by doing an F-ONS lookup for a specific product. This lookup would look
exactly like the lookup used for finding a Content Server URL as is done in scenario 1
[Section 3.3] but would look for the Discovery Service’s service tag “EPC+ds” to chose
the correct NAPTR record which looks like [Example 3.2].
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Example 3.2: Discovery Service NAPTR record
3.1.0.0 IN NAPTR 0 0 "u" "EPC+ds" "!.*$!http://ons2.onsepc.se/ds/!" .

Every EPCIS server that contains event data about a product has registered itself at
a Discovery Service. Therefore, the Discovery Service alleviates fetching EPCIS event
data from multiple repositories. The EPCGlobal standard have not defined this part of
the system yet. Therefore, a custom solution has been used in scenario 2. This custom
solution has large restrictions in its functionality since they were considered out of scope
for the demo. Among others there are no way to automatically update the list from the
distributed EPCIS servers, these restrictions are further discussed in the Future Work
section [Section 7].
XML Structure
The XML structure contains a link to an EPCIS server inside each <epcis> tag. There
can exist multiple EPCIS tags inside the <servers> tag. An example follows showing
an XML file containing two URLs.
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8” ?>
<servers>
<epcis> url </epcis>
<epcis> url </epcis>
</servers>
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4. Related Work
The Internet of Things is quite a new concept, there are ongoing and finished projects
among which some are worth noting.
GS1 France has developed a system called Proxi Produit [59] that is using a central
database with extended packaging information. This system enables users to scan a
product barcode and receive extra information using their own mobile phone with a
camera. Proxi Produit is available on several different mobile phones and is available
only on French products. Proxi Produit is a very similar solution compared to scenario
1 in this thesis. Their intention is to only release it on the French market; scenario 1
includes multiple countries, i.e. France and Sweden. Proxi Produit uses authorization
on the content database and only allows this custom made mobile application to access
the information. It does not use ONS directly from the mobile phone but first accesses
a centralized system. Proxi Produit uses the same XML structure for storing product info data which is a GS1 standard called Catalogue Item Notification (CIN). The
CIN structure is transformed to webpages before they are displayed on the mobile device.
The WINGS project [63] is a project that will focus on a proof-of-concept platform,
which demonstrates using the F-ONS model as a Discovery Service. Six different organizations are included, GS1 France [22], Inria [39], UPMC [62], AFNIC [2], Orange [51]
and GREYC [24]. The focus of this project is to compare the F-ONS structure with
alternative solutions such as a Distributed Hash Table. The WINGS project focuses
more on benchmarking and performance tests. The same F-ONS structure specification
is used in this project.
A Swedish project called eTrace has used EPC information service (EPCIS) for tracing
fish [40]. They used RFID [58] and an EPCIS server to log event data of every step
from catching the fish to the sale at the store. This information was available for the
customers so they could verify that the fish was fresh. In this pilot, all the data was
input to the same EPCIS server, both from the fishing boat and when they arrived in the
harbor. This system uses the same standard as in scenario 2 but in the eTrace project,
every part of the distribution shares the same server. In scenario 2, every part of the
distribution chain has their own EPCIS server and the owner of the EPCIS server is
responsible for the data it contains. All EPCIS servers that have information of an EPC
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will register this to a common Discovery Service that will resolvable through ONS.
A company called Violet [65] has developed an Internet of Things (IoT) concept using a web portal, RFID tags and a RFID scanner. The RFID tags can be attached to
different things in a home and be configured to perform a task, using the web portal.
This product uses the same concept of connecting things to the Internet by using identification numbers and a reader. This concept connects the thing to the Internet using
the identification number and a server that stores that information. This concept is a
simplification of the Internet of Things so that all things do not need expensive Internet
connections. Violet faced bankruptcy in October 2009, which led to Mindscape [47]
purchasing the company.
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5. Analysis
The extended packaging scenario contains three parts that need to be connected. The
F-ONS needs to contain links to at least three different products. The content server
needs to serve these products’ CIN XML files. The mobile application is required to
link these systems with a physical product. For the scenario to be deemed successful,
the mobile app shall comply with Use-Case 1 [Appendix A]. The scenario will show
how the F-ONS can provide an infrastructure for looking up product numbers. The
demonstration will also show that this distributed infrastructure can contain multiple
information sources without increasing the complexity for the end-user.
The product recall scenario uses the same F-ONS infrastructure but is using another
NAPTR record. For this scenario, the infrastructure shall be able to answer which
Track and Trace server and which Discovery Service that is connected to a certain GS1
Element Strings. The Discovery Service shall contain XML files for the GS1 Element
Strings with links to the associated EPCIS servers. The EPCIS servers shall contain
event data for the SGTINs. For the scenario to be deemed successful, it complies with
Use-Case 2 [Appendix B]. This demonstration will show that with serial level identification on products, a product recall can be much more specific and provide the Brand
Owner with a decision basis for recalling only the affected products.
The work in this chapter is mainly analyzed on the topics of standards, F-ONS and
security. The scenarios will be evaluated based on the topics EPCGlobal uses to evaluate F-ONS [17]. The topics include Political concerns, Capability concerns, Security
concerns and Commercial concerns. The EPCglobal Federated ONS Requirements Document [17] Requirements is mapped against the AFNIC F-ONS solution [1]. These
comparisons will be done throughout this section. The requirements will be on the form
EPCREQ <name>. The demonstrators are evaluated against the problems noted in
IoT - Concept and problem statement [19], for example security/privacy/authority and
scalability. The standards that have been consulted when building the demonstrators
are evaluated with respect to coverage and relevance, the Request for Comments (RFC)
about what makes a successful protocol [61] has been taken into account.
These following topics have been derived from the above-mentioned documents and are
assessed when evaluating each system component:
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Performance:
Scalability:
Flexibility:
Accessibility:
Damage potential:
Affected Users:

5.1

How many operations can the system manage?
What happens when the system needs to handle more information?
Is it easy to add and remove modules from the system?
Is it difficult for users to access the system? Is it available at
all times and how robust is the system?
What are the consequences if the system fails?
Who is affected if the system fails?

Standards

The Internet has accepted many different standards and tends to adopt those that are
free and is working. A success of a protocol is defined as: meeting its original goals
and is widely deployed, according to RFC5218 [61]. This means that an important
aspect of a successful protocol is that it is in use. History has, for example, shown
that TCP/IP was chosen over OSI Layered architecture because the earlier working
implementation and that it was simpler. The EPCglobal [14] standards rely on other
parties to implement these. This means that EPCglobal is working with standardization
documents but does not test these in prototype environments. They have however the
GS1 [30] member organization that has huge impact on many companies that uses the
GS1 product identification systems. There are also some parts of the standards that are
implemented but are not extensively used.

5.1.1

Side effects of a success

There exist some side effects that are undesirable. The IPv4 is so successful and important that the intended use was majorly underestimated and in 2011 the IP addresses will
be depleted [54]. This means that the Internet cannot continue to expand, if not a huge
migration to the IPv6 protocol is done. This standard has tendencies to become a very
controlled infrastructure that is hidden away and only used by businesses. It can also
have an impact on tracking consumers, if a person performs several lookups on items
and the owner of the F-ONS registers these, each person’s behavior can be registered.
This is a side effect that the standard is not intended for but leaves as a possibility for
the owner of the service. Another side effect can be that the barcode addressing is used
against the Brand Owners to do comparisons with other products. With the service it
could also be possible to find the cheapest price of a product, which can help a customer
find another similar product that is cheaper and Brand Owners can be pressured to
lower their prices. This means that it could become a very important tool for consumers
trying to optimize their purchases.

5.1.2

Failure risks

The Failure risks are very important when designing and adapting a new standard. A
failure for a standard is defined as no mainstream adaption, no deployment and no usage.
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According to RFC5218 [61], this is something that should be evaluated after some sufficient time has past, around 5-10 years. The same RFC says that strategies for avoiding
failure is to address a critical and imminent problem, provide a ”killer app” with low
development costs and provide value for existing unmodified applications.
This thesis also addresses the problem of recalling too many products. This is a very
expensive operation that also affects the environment. The EPCIS [Section 2.3.5] standard enables all parties involved with the product to communicate in a standardized
way, which means that all involved businesses only need to have one kind of system. It
is expensive to make these kinds of changes and an interim solution is necessary to make
it possible.
The identification technologies that GS1 provides is widespread but it is also fragmented.
There exist multiple types of identification for a product class the GTIN is used, for a
pallet the Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC) is used. In this system two kind of
identification techniques are used the GTIN and the SGTIN. This creates two trees in
the F-ONS structure that can create problems. Then the application needs to know
which kind of barcode is used to ask the right tree of the F-ONS. The F-ONS also needs
to administrate multiple trees, which is more complex. A much simpler solution is to
have a global unique identifier that can address all objects individually and the type of
identifier is registered somewhere else.
The CIN XML Structure standard [27] that is used for storing extended packaging information is developed for the logistic companies. It contains a lot of information about
the structure of the package and how it is stored on pallets. To be valuable for the end
consumer, the data need to be re-shaped and directed for this purpose. To make this
data accessible in a standardized way and the solution successful, there is a need for a
structure representing product data that is aimed at end-users. What type of extended
packaging data the consumers are interested in also needs to be researched to make this
system successful. This means that some parts of the standard need to be extended or
exchanged to increase the probability of success.

5.1.3

Success factors

Success factors are a very important metric for analyzing the standard. RFC5218 [61]
has many success factors and they will be mapped against the standards in this thesis.
Adapting the standards to a running organization can be a very costly procedure; all the
parties involved must update their systems. Many companies are already connected to
the GS1 addressing system and is already using parts of the standards such as barcodes.
Product owners often use the CIN structure for Business-to-Business communication to
send product packaging information. Because the structure also can include content
description, an extension can be made without interference. But there exists many business dependencies that can be costly to reorganize, for example how a recall is managed
and mapping this against how often it is used. The standards also provides extra value
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for existing products that uses GS1 barcodes. These products need to be included in
both the F-ONS and in EPCIS or Content Server but the products themselves do not
need a modification.
RFC5218 [61] has also defined the incremental deploy ability as a key to successful
standards. The system can be expanded over time but showing the users benefits in the
early stages are important. The EPCglobal standards can be deployed in stages, one
problem is that if a mobile application is developed and the user tries it and there is
only few products in the system, it may be neglected. When the F-ONS structure is
in place, other standardized numbering systems can be added over time, as well as new
services, without conflicting on the ones already there. All according to the requirements
EPCREQ Transition transparency and EPCREQ Dynamic service definition
that defines a set of rules on this matter that has need to be established as standards in
the federation. If a good registering system such as the one .SE uses for registering new
domains exists in the F-ONS, new companies can easily be added to the structure.
The freedom of use and public specification are important aspects according to the
RFC5218 [61]. A system needs to be available freely to be easier to adapt. All the
standards in this document from EPCglobal and GS1 are public and can be found on
their homepage. The systems used in this project are also free and open-source.
To become a widely successful standard [61] concludes that the aspects scalability and
security needs be addressed. These standards enable an infrastructure for addressing
objects; this system can be expanded with many new services that are undefined today.
There are no limitations to what these systems can achieve and they can be incorporated
into a running system without creating problems. The scalability is an important aspect
to become a widely used standard and the scalability in this system is very high due to
the distributed nature of the infrastructure. The system infrastructure is using the DNS
[55] structure that is very important for the Internet is highly available today. The last
part is the security mechanisms, which are addressed in [Section 5.2].

5.2

Security

The security issue origins in the need for users to feel safe when using the system. The
main user of the system is the Brand Owner, which in turn, affects the customer with
the recalls they perform. The Brand Owner needs to be able to trust the information
it gets from the system to risk doing a callback of selected products. It is therefore
imperative that the data it retrieves is, at a minimum, trustworthy.
One important security aspect is confidentiality, the matter of keeping data secret from
unintended listeners. The Content server, for example, can handle this issue by encrypting the data it sends; this is described in detail in this chapter. Another important
security aspect is data integrity, making sure the received data is the same data that
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the sender has sent. These are some of the security concerns that need to be addressed,
according to Guidelines for Writing RFC Text on Security Considerations [53].
Peer entity authentication, knowing that one of the endpoints in the communication
is the one intended, is only covered in F-ONS using DNSSEC. It is worth mentioning
since a system in a real world environment should consider every aspect of security
when a system relies on such a high reliability factor. It is a recommendation that the
architecture of F-ONS should have provisions against anticipated events, according to
EPCREQ Security and information integrity.
Here follows a description of different security concerns that has to be taken into account
when designing a system such as this.

5.2.1

DNS Cache Poisoning

DNS cache poisoning [42] occurs when someone is planting faulty cache information into
DNS server cache. This means that someone malignantly provides incorrect DNS information, which a server thinks is authoritative and caches for performance. This is
done through exploiting the recursive functions in a DNS server, the ability to answer
questions about domains it has not got authority over, which is used to speed up DNS.
The result of the poisoning is that users end up in another place than he/she intended
and provides the impostor with the possibility to practice “phishing”, to lure sensitive
information from the victim.
To prevent these kinds of attacks, the DNSSEC [13] standard has been developed.
DNSSEC signs the DNS zones with a cryptographic key, giving the users the possibility to control that the information they are getting from the DNS query comes from
the correct provider and thus eliminates the occurrence of DNS cache poisoning. With
DNSSEC enabled on the ONS infrastructure, customers can feel safe that they are not receiving false information about products the Brand Owner provides extended packaging
information for.

5.2.2

Distributed Denial of Service

The common exploit Denial of Service (DoS) [33] means that an open service is abused
into being unable to maintain normal operations. The Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attack is like a DoS attack but coming from a lot of computers distributed over
the network. It operates by using up the bandwidth to the service denying access for
normal traffic, in the DNS case denying regular queries to be made. It can also end with
the service going down as a response to getting more work than it can handle.
DDoS can attack services that are connected to the Internet and block legitimate users
access. It is common to attack where it can make the most destruction; therefore it is
usual to attack the infrastructure of the system. In this thesis, it is the DNS and ONS
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structure. It can also attack the Discovery Service and Content Server but an attack on
those would only cause a limited amount of destruction.
To protect from DoS attacks using access control is not possible since everyone needs
to be able to query the DNS. Really, there is only one way to deal with a DDoS attack
and that is to be able to handle a lot of queries. A good redundancy and geographical
spreading of the servers achieve this. There are also precautions to better handle DDoS
attacks. One normal precaution is to make the real DNS master hidden. This means
that it is not reachable for anyone but the slave servers, which are the servers that answers the actual queries. This way, the real DNS master is better protected from not
only DoS attacks, but also other hacker attacks.

5.2.3

Malicious Information

The information that is provided to the users need to be accurate to not endanger them
in both economical and health aspects. The Content Server and the Discovery Service both have similar security issues. The difference is that if the Discovery Service
is compromised, unauthorized users may gain access to a Brand Owner’ s distribution
information. If the Content Server is compromised, the consequences will be harmful
but not as severe. In the remaining part of this section, the Content Server and the
Discovery Service is referred to as ‘the modules’.
If the modules or ONS/DNS is tempered with, the users may receive incorrect information that can create both confusion and problems. The worst-case is that the user
is not aware of the information being malicious, in which case there could be accidents.
The other case is that the user knows about the problem and stops trusting the system
and may stop using it completely. This could in the long run also create problems for
the Brand Owner, where the users lose trust in the brand and its capability of providing
trustworthy information. There are no access restrictions to the modules, this means
that anyone can access and download all the data in the system.
If the Apache web server is compromised and is delivering malicious data to the end
user, the user can have difficulty knowing this has occurred. If a hacker gains control
over the web server and can access and modify files, the health of the potential users are
at risk.
The EPCIS systems on the other hand need to have rigorous
ensure that the information entered into the systems is correct.
information about the distribution of products could be planted
worst case scenario, this could completely ruin the whole purpose
order.
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5.2.4

Integrity

The ONS solution provides class-level lookup on product identification tags. This means
that serial level identification is not available in the ONS structure but is provided by
the Brand Owner’s services. This is to protect companies’ business intelligence such as
how many products they produce, since the information in ONS is publicly available.
Therefore, EPCREQ Granularity of identification states that the lowest level on
which ONS queries can be made at is the level above serial.

5.2.5

Eavesdropping

Eavesdropping is when someone is in between nodes that communicate and listens/modifies
the packets, in this case between the modules and the Track and Trace server. Packet
eavesdropping is a big problem due to businesses’ dissent to share information about
their product’s distribution with unauthorized factions. The packets to and from the
modules in this thesis are transmitted in plain HTTP text and can easily be eavesdropped by a computer connected to the same network. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or
Transport Security Layer (TSL) [12] can be used to encrypt the information sent from
the web server to the end user and protect the users from being eavesdropped on [32].

5.3

F-ONS

The ONS is really just DNS, which means all the DNS infrastructure related issues is
also passed on to the ONS infrastructure. This however does not mean that it can be
leaved at that, the DNS infrastructure at the second level today holds some issues that
are important to consider to give the ONS implementation a possibility to sidestep these
problems.
The Federated part of the Federated - Object Naming Service (F-ONS) is as described
in [Section 2.4] a solution made to avoid having a single entity holding control over
the root of the ONS infrastructure but instead having several peer-root nodes together
maintaining the function of the root node.

5.3.1

Performance and Scalability

The ONS system utilizes the existing DNS structure to find first the root servers for
ONS, which then can answer where the NAPTR records for the desired product can
be found. In [43] R. Liston, S. Srinivasan and E. Zegura shows the performance of the
existing DNS structure, using a client side view. Their work, even though it is out dated,
shows that to get good performance results from a Domain Name System you need to
have servers in as many locations as possible. There are also several other investigations
that look at special infrastructural knit-points to analyze the performance, but none of
these are as extensive as [43] especially from a client point of view.
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As of scalability of the Domain Name System, it is made to work as a big scale discovery service, but as can be seen in the 2010 report on the health status of .SE [56],
there is still reason to point out some important factors for making the ONS to be scalable for future usage from the start, specially since the DNS operators today obviously
still remain oblivious to many factors of DNS Best Practice. To begin with, as can be
seen in the .SE health status report, the most common problem with DNS is the very
high occurrence of wrongly configured DNS servers. These configuration errors could,
in the long run, badly impact the performance of the system. Therefore, it is very important to make sure the implemented ONS system is ready for the imposing change to
IPv6 and the usage of DNSSEC, which is further discussed in [Section 5.2.1]. To ensure
the functionalities, it is very important that Best Practice is followed when configuring
the ONS infrastructure; this should also comply with the EPCREQ Operator credentials/service level.
The ONS solution is independent of which kind of identification technology is used
and can resolve requests on any type of carrier e.g. RFID, DataMatrix or EAN-13,
all according to EPCREQ Identification key carrier agnosticism. This also complies with the recommended requirement EPCREQ Accommodation of non-GS1
identifiers.

5.3.2

Accessibility

The fault tolerance when it comes to DNS is very low. When dealing with operation of
DNS servers, the configuration needs to be correct for everything to work properly. If
you look at the .SE, Health Status of .se [56], you can see that the now existing name
servers in the Swedish part of Internet are very flawed in the configurations and still
seem to work. This can be argued with the fact that many of the systems could very
easily fall apart, this of course is not a good operational environment to be running.
The requirement EPCREQ Uniqueness is conflicted only if the ONS is misconfigured
since the domain names are delegated hierarchically.
If the ONS infrastructure is compromised in any fashion it has a very big impact on
the entire system since it is the system that connects all the different components to
each other. This means that the ONS system cannot have any down time if the system
is to be functional, which points back to the importance of correct DNS configuration
and administration.
For the ONS infrastructure to be highly accessible it is important that every level of
the hierarchy is redundant and is scaled to be able to handle a lot more queries than
really is necessary. This is due to the otherwise high risk for the system to fail as a result
of a DDoS attack (this is discussed in [Section 5.2.2]).
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5.3.3

Federation

The DNS infrastructure is built entirely on a hierarchical structure leaving the root as
a single entity at the top of the tree. Today, the DNS root zone file is maintained and
administered by the American company Verisign [64]. To make a change to the root
zone file, it also has to be approved by the US Department of Commerce [49]. This
leaves Verisign [64], together with the US government, in a very powerful position that
they could easily misuse for their own gain. This is a situation that stakeholders of
the ONS infrastructure do not want to end up in. The company administrating the
French country code Top Level Domain (ccTLD), AFNIC [2] have therefore constructed
an alternative solution preventing this, which is described in [Section 2.4]. In short, the
different peer roots share a Common Mapping Table (CMT) with information on which
countries that hierarchically lies beneath each peer root. With this information, the peer
roots can use the DNS DNAME RR to help direct the querying ONS resolver to look underneath the correct peer-root, following EPCREQ Interconnection/transparency
and EPCREQ Peer transparency.
AFNIC’s F-ONS solution to minimize the number of root nodes with a regional level
of e.g. Europe and Asia complies with EPCREQ Granularity of federation which
states that a GS1 member organization should be the highest level at which federation
can occur, since several member organizations can cooperate on the root level according
to EPCREQ GS1 Member Organization selection of peer.
Comparison to Centralized Solution
Compared to the centralized solution the Federated solution sounds like a very good
alternative where no single corporation has control over the object information that is
sensitive, especially to the company providing the information, but mostly it sounds like
that only before the details has been investigated. The French F-ONS solution proposed
by AFNIC still hold some flaws; to begin with it is still placed inside the existing DNS
infrastructure. This means that in the end it is still subordinate the very organizational
problems it had as purpose to avoid. They also suggest that the shared CMT from
their proposal should be maintained by a centralized entity, most likely the GS1 global
organization, which still would leave everyone in the hands of a single corporation in a
single country’s control (USA). EPCREQ Neutral technology says that a F-ONS solution should limit the possibility for any single nation to disrupt accessibility to services
governed by other nations. This requirement is hard to achieve due to the placement of
F-ONS inside the DNS infrastructure and the possible control of the CMT in the hands
of GS1 global organization.
The gist of it all is that implementing it would be making a lot of fuss creating something that would not be so different from what we today have in the globally used DNS
infrastructure. The reasons to try and make something better than the DNS infrastructure are of course good. But to be truly federated, the solution should really be both
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independent of the existing DNS structure and free from any centralized corporation or
single national steering.
The most likely alternative to the F-ONS solution would be to place the ONS infrastructure underneath the .arpa TLD which is administered by the Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority (IANA) [34] and reserved exclusively for technical infrastructure.
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) [35] operates IANA.
A comparison can be made between ONS and the similar ENUM system [18] that is
used for looking up telephone number connected services over DNS. ENUM resides under e164.arpa and in a similar way ONS could for example be placed under ons.arpa.
The ENUM zone administration is provided by the European, Middle Eastern and Central Asian (in part) Regional Internet Registry (RIR), Réseaux IP Européens Network
Coordination Centre (RIPE NCC) [9]. It would not be a bad idea to have them administrating the ONS ARPA zone on contract by the GS1 global organization, if this
solution was chosen. This will also comply with EPCREQ Neutral technology.
Common Mapping Table
The CMT proposed in [1] produces some risks, if it is to be updated automatically, both
in the form of misuse and in the form of technical risks. The risks involving misuse lie
in the pure updating of the CMT, since it supposedly can be updated from any of the
federation members, the regional loyalty of these members can make them update the
CMT in an attempt to sabotage for another member in the federation or for own gain.
The owner of the CMT will have control over the ONS structure and this conflicts with
the requirement EPCREQ Neutral technology. The technological risks is simply the
matter of securing the transfer and updating of the CMT, which of course is a delicate
matter in an environment demanding 100% uptime.
The solution to the risks involving the CMT leans against doing all the updating of
the peer-root zone files manually, making it possible for every member in the federation
to review the changes and together approve them before updating. Rules for when and
how updates of the CMT distribution is needed to comply with EPCREQ Updates. If
the ONS was to be federated on a non technology level through a single .arpa zone this
requirement would impose that all members of the federation is allowed to have notion
in the matter before update.

5.4

Scenario 1

The extended packaging scenario has several aspects that are important when this kind
of system is put in production. The analysis is focusing on high-risk areas that have been
identified and have not been covered in the big parts: Standards, F-ONS or Security.
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5.4.1

Performance and Scalability

The mobile application is installed and runs on a single device and is therefore most
affected by the server load. The Internet connection also affects the performance of the
mobile application, for example the time spent on waiting for files using a bad connection. The Edge and 3G connections data rates are very sensitive to the current load on
the towers and how good the reception is. This will affect how the user perceives the
performance of the application.
The web server is providing static data that can be duplicated or located in a database
where several content servers can access the information. This means that the content
server can be spread out on many web servers and the user does not have to care about
which one they download information from. The scalability is only relying on the F-ONS
servers that are providing links to the web servers.
The DataMatrix technology used for scanning product barcodes is not as fast as a user
would expect. When trying to scan a barcode, the lens needs to be clean and the light
conditions are very important. The first read rate is very important and it has been researched in the White Paper named First read rate analysis of 2D-barcodes for camera
phone applications as a ubiquitous computing tool [41]. This first read rate is analyzed
by capturing a photo of the barcode, followed by an analysis of it. There are other
factors that affects the user such as the time it takes to find a barcode on the screen,
focus on the barcode, snap picture and get a result. These steps become a problem when
the mobile application is trying to decode all pictures streamed from the camera and
the user may not be stable on his hands and images becomes blurry. The user can also
alter the light conditions by covering the light source with the phone. If these tests had
tested the time it took for a user to get a result, they would be much more interesting.
The time it takes to scan a barcode is very important to streamline the user experience.

5.4.2

Flexibility

The implementation of the mobile application is static but the program is built using several modules. The barcode interpretation module is very flexible and can be exchanged
completely. The ZXing [11] software for the barcode has support for many different kinds
of barcodes (DataMatrix, EAN-13, QR Code etc..). The mobile application software can
be ported to other mobile devices but it will require additional time and resources. The
ZXing library has support for most operating systems.
The Tag Data Translation module is built around the GS1 GTIN Standard [Section
2.3]. This module translates the barcode into a domain name and is a big modification
to the system if changed.
The XML Structure is the GS1 CIN [Section 2.3] structure for product information.
To change the parser from parsing CIN to something else is not a big problem but does
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require additional development time. As long as the output from the XML parser is an
Array with key value pair of information with the same structure as the current, it will
work as expected.
The Content Server is based on an Apache web server that provides the data (XML
files). To exchange this, the HTTPRequest needs to be exchanged to the new interface.
This will not have a big impact on the rest of the application.
If there is a will to exchange the lookup module for the EPC, there are several different options. The ONS is built to be very flexible, it can serve requests and provide
pointers to any Content Server. This whole module can be changed to anything else
that might combine both the ONS and the Content Server.
The Apache web server can be exchanged to any other HTTP web server without any
modifications at all. To change to another information source is harder and will need
work in both the mobile application, to access this new interface and on the ONS to
provide new links.

5.4.3

Accessibility

The fault tolerance is zero when it comes to the domain name lookup and the Content
Server information downloading. The only part that has error correction and any kind
of tolerance to errors is the DataMatrix.
The DataMatrix used in this project contains 21 characters. Therefore, it needs a 16*16
DataMatrix [Section 2.3] this size has a Max Correctable Error/Erasure of 6/9. This
means that 6/21 = 28% of ill formed characters can be recovered.
The inputted number is checked against the GTIN algorithm to ensure that it is a
valid GTIN and also against the GS1 Element string where the input is checked to ensure that it follows the Application Identifier Standard. If a valid input is entered but
does not exist in the ONS, the user will be notified but cannot access the information.
If the input is entered incorrectly, the user is notified and needs to re-type the number
or the product code.

5.4.4

Damage Potential

There are several different aspects where damage can be substantial and where it is
insignificant.
If the web server content is modified, there are two possible scenarios. The content
that has been changed and the user notice this due to the fact that the fabrication is
obvious. The other scenario is when the content is modified and the user has no clue
that this has happened. In these two scenarios, the characteristics of the products affect
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the outcome. If a product has health-connected properties, which for example food and
medications has, invalid information can be life threatening. E.g. products like books
will not be affected in the same extent. If for example it cannot be verified where a
medicine came from and what happened to them it can be perilous for a patient to take
it.
The mobile application is open source and contains no security-affected information.
It is based on several GS1 standards that are open and can be found at www.gs1.se.
If this program is tempered with and the user has downloaded it from an untrusted
source, the information it contains can also have been tempered with. If the application
is downloaded from a trusted source (e.g. Appstore) the received information should be
correct. On the other hand, if the ONS/DNS or Content Servers have been tampered
with, there is no way to know if the information can be trusted.

5.4.5

Affected Users

The Brand Owner and the system users are affected by the system delivering correct
and secure information. If the system is delivering incorrect information, this can, in the
worst-case scenario, be life threatening for the user. This scenario can occur when, for
example, allergens are displayed incorrectly. This will not only affect the system user
but also the Brand Owner that supplied incorrect information. The Brand Owner can
get a lot of bad publicity and legal sanctions.

5.5

Scenario 2

Scenario 2, the recall Scenario, has areas that are critical to analyze due to security level
of the business intelligence. The analysis is covering high-risk areas of the integrated
system parts but not the areas Standards, F-ONS and Security.

5.5.1

Performance and Scalability

The Track and Trace server relies on the performance of all the modules it utilizes. The
store application, which runs on a single computer, relies on its Internet connection and
the Track and Trace system. Other system parts affect the performance and scalability
of the application. As it begins by performing an ONS lookup, it relies on the DNS
infrastructure described in [Section 5.3.1]. When performing an ONS lookup, a separate
thread is created in the Track and Trace Servlet so as not to suspend the functionality
of the application.
Next, it uses the Discovery Service and relies on its performance. The discovery service only needs to serve requests at maximum ten per product per day and has the
possibility of serving from only one product’s SGTIN to thousands. The Discovery Service produces very low load per product for a server. Since the number of products that
is shipped around the globe differs a lot from company to company, there is a need to
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calibrate the service individually. There is also a need to calibrate the service according
to how many new products that are manufactured. The scalability with this solution is
only relying on the DNS servers that via the Naming Authority Pointers (NAPTR) are
providing links to the web servers.
When querying the MySQL [50] database with reported defects, only a list of submitted
defect products and their defect information is gathered. These operations are trivial
and do not require a lot of performance from a MySQL server.
When querying an EPCIS server, it relies on the performance of the Fosstrak solution [20]. The performance bottlenecks for the Fosstrak EPCIS software resides mainly
in two different parts of the system. The first bottleneck is where the bulk of information needs to be stored and accessed frequently, the MySQL database. Since there in a
large corporation is a possibility of a lot of information both getting stored and accessed
simultaneously, there is a risk in producing more I/O operations than can be handled
easily. For scalability, more EPCIS servers and MySQL databases can be added to
the system and the information collected using ONS queries. Alternatively MySQL also
supports database clusters, which would increase the amounts of possible I/O operations.
The other bottleneck for the EPCIS system lies in the Low Level Reader Protocol (LLRP)
for RFID reading or barcode reader for reading barcodes. This bottleneck is not affecting
the system in the case of an event query to the EPCIS but when products move through
the chain of distribution. Here, there is need for hardware and software that can read
multiple barcodes/RFID-tags very fast. In this area scalability is very easy to support
since the number of readers can easily be increased.
The Track and Trace servlet communicates with the Track and Trace applet through
HTTP. Only the list of defective products, defect information and the events for a product are transmitted through the HTTP connection. Each of these objects are very small,
therefore, the HTTP communication is not a performance heavy area.
As with performance, the scalability of the Track and Trace server depends on each
module it utilizes. The Track and Trace Event servlet, which uses each module to retrieve events and communicates with the applet, only serves as a hub. It only needs to
perform a limited number of queries since the Brand Owner and its trusted associates are
the only ones using the functionality. As there only exists a few branches in a product’s
distribution chain, the number of EPCIS servers the event servlet has to query is finite
and under no risk of becoming too overwhelming.

5.5.2

Flexibility

The store application is entirely written in java and works on all operating systems that
have a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) implemented. The barcode scanner is not needed
but some type of input device e.g. keyboard is necessary for the product identification.
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Any type of product identification is possible, e.g. numbers, characters. The system is
following a standard so that multiple brand owners can enable this in the ONS servers
and enable the store to use the same application for all products.
The Track and Trace server only acts as a hub, connecting the modules it utilizes so
exchanging one or more of its modules is simple as long as the new module complies with
the same API. There is also great flexibility to further add functionality using the EPCIS
event information to the server; these are further discussed in Future Work [Section 7].
The apache web server can be exchanged to any other http web server without any
modifications at all. To change to another type of protocol is harder and will need work
in all programs that are accessing the interface. To include new functions such as updating the EPCIS list automatically requires modifications to the software.
The Fosstrak EPCIS software is open source, giving the implementer of such a system full insight into the architecture of the system. The implementer therefore can
form the software into doing his bidding, thus providing great flexibility to the system.
There are no requirements for using a specific DBMS as long as the table is formatted
correctly and the Store application and the Track and Trace server know the username
and password.

5.5.3

Accessibility

The store application is relying on Java, the operating system and how well they can
interoperate. All the biggest operating systems today e.g. Windows, MacOS and Linux
all have possible java support.
The ones that will be using the event tracking capability are the Brand Owner and
its trusted associates. Access to the system therefore will be controlled by the Brand
Owner and probably should be restricted to a few users; this makes it easy to maintain
high system uptime and accessibility. A store submitting information about a defect
product will need to reach a Brand Owner’s product recall web page. A fair estimation
is that only a few submissions will be done each year. Because of the small number of
submissions and that the submissions will be done to different Brand Owners, the load
on the Track and Trace servers will be low. Therefore, accessibility in the submission
area of the system should be easy to maintain.
At the store application, the input is filtered. The input to the Track and Trace server
from it is therefore assumed to be correct. If the ONS system is down or contains false
information, the Track and Trace servlet will not be able to find the Discovery Service
and consequently, retrieve no events. Likewise, if the Discovery Service for the desired
product is down, no EPCIS servers can be located and no events retrieved. If an EPCIS
server is down or unreachable, the Track and Trace servlet will ignore it and continue
to query the remaining EPCIS servers and gather events from the ones it can reach.
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The Discovery Service is crucial for finding the different EPCIS servers that has registered a product event. This makes it important to have high availability for the service,
most easily solved with redundant servers. There can also be a good idea to not have
to many products attached to any single Discovery Service since it would result in more
traffic than necessary to the service and create a single point of failure in the system.
Constructing a system with a single Discovery Service would also leave the system more
open to Denial of Service attacks, see [Section 5.2.2].
The EPCIS systems record all the product-connected events along the chain of distribution, if the system was to have downtime, products would be passed through the
system without being registered, leaving a chaos of non-traceable distribution. Because
of this, high availability is very important for an EPCIS system to function, deployment
and administration therefore needs careful planning with usage estimations as guideline.
The EPCIS system is robust in the steps before reaching the actual repository part of
the system. When reading DataMatrixes or RFID tags, there is a lot of error correction,
which ensures that the information can be read in poor conditions. When the events
are added to the database, in the repository part of the system, there is no tolerance for
error.

5.5.4

Damage Potential

If the recall system fails, it can have a huge impact on the Brand Owner’s operations. If
a failed product does not get reported, the Brand Owner will not investigate and recall
other defective products. This damage could in a worst-case scenario be life threatening.
If the recall application is used and it does not work correctly, it creates discomfort and
unnecessary work for the store employees.
The Track and Trace server only supplies the Brand Owner with a decision basis for
recalling products. It is then up to the Brand Owner to make a decision, based not only
on the information given by the Track and Trace server but also on whether they can
recall every defect product based on the information at hand. If defect products are left
on the market after a recall, the result can be damaging in, among others, the credibility
of the company.
Tampering with the EPCIS system could possibly end in disaster. A person with full
access to the system could change the events entered so that it look likes it never was
scanned by the specific EPCIS server, scanned by a different device or just create an
object that never really existed. Because of this, it is important to have sufficient access
control to the system to keep malicious users away. Just as described about the mobile
applications damage potential, the worst-case scenario is that someone dies as an effect
of tampering with, for example, medical product information.
Another possibility for malicious information to enter the EPCIS is if DataMatrixes
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or RFID tags have been skimmed and used on different products, this of course could
also have dire consequences.

5.5.5

Affected Users

Both the Brand Owner and its customers are affected by a successful or unsuccessful
product recall. Mainly, it is the Brand Owner losing track of its product and the buyer
of that particular product who wont know what has been bought. The Brand Owners
reputation is also on the line and customers will be affected negatively towards the
brand if the Brand Owner does not manage to recall every defect product. Secondly,
the consumer is affected by not getting the products or by how defect products cannot
be recalled from the market before disasters have had time to happen.
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6. Results and Discussion
The goal of this thesis has been to show if an ONS solution is suitable as a directory
service for the Internet of Things. While showing this, focus has also been put on evaluating the EPCGlobal standards, security aspects and a federated ONS solution. Two
demonstrators have been developed, one to show how a brand owner can provide extended packaging to a customer and one to show how a brand owner can track and trace
its products through the distribution chain.
The ONS solution is good for providing extended packaging information if it is no problem that everyone shall and is allowed to access the information. A problem can be that
Brand Owners that have a delegation in the ONS structure does not provide the information that they are responsible for. Product popularity can be unevenly distributed,
so a guideline for how the server architecture and how many mirrors that product shall
have is hard to provide. This is something the current DNS structure already needs to
take care of so it is not a big issue concerning this project.
AFNIC’s Federated-ONS solution is using multiple peer roots instead of a central root.
A Common Mapping Table (CMT) is then to be used for storing, which subdomains
belong to which peer root. The user or software developer asks the root that she trusts
the most or is the closest geographically. This enables a trust system where the peer
roots has to trust the CMT updater. So even though the root is distributed among many
peer roots, the CMT is still shared and is the list that will be trusted. So the owner of
the CMT will be the real root instead of having a traditional single DNS root node.
Since the real root is the owner of the CMT, the F-ONS infrastructure is not steered by
its peer roots. This means that it is not neutral technology, which is the first requirement from EPCglobal. Putting the F-ONS infrastructure inside the DNS structure does
not comply with the same requirement by definition, because someone else has control
over the higher level of the infrastructure. For the AFNIC F-ONS solution to meet the
EPCglobal neutral technology requirement, EPCglobal would need to consider both the
owner of the CMT and DNS as neutral.
If the ONS would be based on a single root just like the rest of the DNS infrastructure, it would still be possible to have all the benefits of a federation without a complex
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regional root configuration. Just like a federation handles the CMT, the root zone could
instead be handled by federated council that control changes that are supposed to be
made to the zone. This zone could possibly be placed under the technical Top Level
Domain (TLD) .arpa where the similar service ENUM [18] resides.
The extended packaging scenario shows how easy it is to let a Brand Owner provide
a customer with more information about a product using the ONS infrastructure. It
also shows how the infrastructure can be used to retrieve the information directly from
the Brand Owner and not a third party, which easily can be seen to strengthen the trust
in a brand. The important parts in making scenario 1 a success would be to use DNSSEC
to make sure the information received is from the correct source, keep all information
open for everyone to access and to make sure the information is created for the target
audience.
The Track and Trace solution shows how a recall situation can use the ONS structure and how this standardized way can help all involved parties to simplify the process.
A suitable field of use is for the outer end of a recall, the store. A store can have thousands of different products and manufacturers and for the store personnel it will be a big
difference to only learning how one system works compared to if each manufacturer has
its own system. The Track and Trace solution gives a lot more information to a manufacturer if it is used correctly. E.g. if a product assembled at a manufacturer can have all
of its parts uniquely identified, it will decrease the need for how comprehensive a recall
needs to be. If, for example, only a small batch of screws is defective and the manufacturer stores information on which product it is assembled on, the affected products can
be recalled. The result will be the possibility of greatly increasing the quality of a Brand.
The EPCGlobal standards can be used for both extended packaging and the recall scenario. The implementation is quite straightforward but it has some difficulties. The
EPCGlobal standards have some parts that are not specified, for example the Content
Server. In this system, the well-known and used Apache web server is used, because
of its robustness and the standardized http protocol. This made it easy to incorporate
it into the mobile and java applications. The EPCGlobal standards have also left out
the Discovery Service because they do not know which is the best solution. This service
could be incorporated into ONS but allowing multiple parties to edit the zone file and
doing a lot of updates is not something DNS is built for. Therefore, the Discovery Service is only linked as a separate service through the ONS; this will enable the dynamic
updates but also maintain the stability of DNS.
Around implementations of EPCIS services there has been a lot of discussion on whether
there is a need for a Discovery Service or not. The alternative would be to track products
through each hop in the chain of distribution, which is how most tracking is made today.
However, with the use of ONS the Discovery Service itself could be a distributed service
leaving out a possible single point of failure. This since there can exist multiple Discov-
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ery Services for each Brand Owner, which minimizes the risk of failure. Therefore, the
risk of a single point of failure, which is the main argument for keeping the old tracking
method, is greatly reduced.
Due to all different kinds of standards on numbering systems, the ONS structure can
handle different trees to differentiate for example an SGTIN and GTIN. This will increase the work to maintain this system and can also create some confusion, which one
to implement for a Brand Owner.
The GS1 standards are good standards to build the Internet of Things on due to that
many products are already connected at class-level with barcodes. Because GS1 already
has a huge market share it will be quite easy to change these barcodes into serial level
types like the DataMatrix. Consumers already know what a barcode is and what to
search for when looking for identification. The barcode is superior to a RFID tag when
it comes to cost efficiency and it will presumably stay that way for many years. Even
though the RFID tag can co-exist with the barcodes, the cheapest products will not have
a RFID tag. There will exist different areas where the RFID tags will dominate due to
the robustness and that they can be scanned without need to be seen visually.
The security issues in this system have been identified and solutions have been developed. Security is analyzed on many levels; the security of an end user has little in
common with the security aspect of the business intelligence. Some security measures
have been introduced to the system, for example DNSSEC but to be a fully-fledged
commercial product, additional modifications are needed. There is also a lot of different
policy questions to answer, e.g. who is going to maintain the Common Mapping Table
(CMT) and which standard is chosen for content sharing. Another security problem
is how scenario 2 shall be shared between the Brand Owner and its partners. Shall
partners receive secure logins or how receive other means of authentication? Scenario 2
also needs for very strict guidelines for when a product is in need of a recall; the Brand
Owner needs policies for how to handle that kind of situation. A general guideline for
the industry is important so that the stores and other resellers always make the right
decisions when recalling. It will be much simpler if the same kind of rules can be adapted
on most products of the same type.
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7. Future Work
The Internet of Things is a very unexplored area and has many future possibilities. The
ideas produced in this thesis only represents a small part of what the IoT covers. In
this section, the future work in the area of IoT that the thesis covers is taken into account.
The system analyzed in this thesis need some modifications to be considered complete
and secure. To begin with the system communication needs to use encryption to protect
the system parts from other parties listening in on the traffic. This is especially important when the traffic is business intelligence.
The Discovery Service needs to be improved, so it is possible to update the EPCIS
server list for each product through a standardized interface. This is a critical update
for making the Track and Trace solution fully automatic.
The EPCIS server’s capture interface needs to be updated to use the Discovery Service to register new events. In the demo version developed in this thesis this is done
manually for each product. This would enable the manufacturing line to be fully automated and when the events are captured in the EPCIS server, all other parties connected
to the Track and Trace system can see this immediately.
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) should be evaluated and optimized to display the
content for a user in a more intuitive way. This can be done using workshops where different kinds of solutions are implemented and tested. The GUI makes all the difference
when presenting a system as a tool and could possibly be a deal breaker for users.
The Scandinavian root and the Swedish root are DNSSEC enabled but the local ONS
nodes are not. To ensure that all ONS lookups provides the correct link, this is a critical
update. An important addition is also to increase the number of Brand Owners that is
connected to the ONS and Content Server, to increase the number of scannable products, making the system interesting for consumers.
The EPCglobal standard for service tag in the NAPTR resource record is EPC+ the
service name. GS1 Sweden and GS1 France has suggested another new service tag standard for their services, where gs1.<service name>would be used for global services and
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gs1xx.<service name>where xx is a country code, for country controlled services. This
needs to be standardized and registered with IANA [34].
Performance testing when the system is under heavy load needs to be performed. The
theory is that it will behave as DNS and the performance is no issue but this system
has never been tested in a real world scenario. The EPCIS server has not been tested
rigorously, e.g. what happens if a company is producing many products and commits
them in the database, how does this affect the system as a whole.
Recall guidelines and policy documents needs to be available for parties that are involved in a recall. At least there shall exist guidelines on how the product shall be
treated, who has the responsibility and what each part shall do.
System Expansions beyond these demonstrators can be a service that verifies if a product is genuine. The service is able to lookup where the product should be available in
the world and match the probability that it is in the current location. The service can
also verify that a company owns the identification number.
Other types of System Expansion should be considered. Services like Pricerunner [52]
where users can compare products and prices. These kinds of services would want to use
the Brand Owner’s database for listing product information in their system, ensuring
that the content information is genuine. Today, this prototype is completely open for
anyone with full transparency, if this is the way the Brand Owners want it remains to
be seen.
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8. Conclusion
This chapter summarizes and draws conclusions of the analysis, results and discussions
that have been presented in this thesis.
Demonstrator 1 shows how brand owners can share extended packaging information with
their customers. For a product recall scenario, demonstrator 2 shows how a brand owner
can streamline their recall procedures. The infrastructure developed for the demonstrators are suitable for both scenarios but additional standardization is needed before production ready systems can be launched.
By observation of the two demonstrators it is easy to see that using the widely spread
Domain Name System as a distributed database for product attached services is quick
and easy. It is implemented as a way to create a trusted, direct communication channel
between the Brand owners and their customers. Because the Object Name Service system is planned to be located in the DNS infrastructure, it needs to have the same kind of
reliability and use the same best practices the DNS is built on today. So to protect the
ONS infrastructure, it needs to be redundant and distributed over many machines. The
higher levels of the hierarchy should also be reinforced with hidden masters to further
ensure the uptime of the service.
The ONS structure, which in this thesis is described as a federated root, should by
suggestion be placed inside the Domain Name System. This does not really contribute
anything that could not be achieved by having a centralized root. It is proposed that
the F-ONS root members update its DNAME pointers through a single coordinated
Common Mapping Table. Since this is supposed to be handled and updated manually,
one might as easily have a single root that would be administered in the same way it is
proposed that the CMT would be administered. By placing the structure underneath
the top level domain .arpa, which is maintained for these kind of purposes, the ONS
infrastructure would have a natural place in DNS. This placement of ONS under .arpa,
which is maintained by IANA [34], would present perfect ground for maintaining federated administration for an ONS root node. With this solution the EPCglobal neutral
requirement could in some sense be considered fulfilled since the whole ONS structure
would reside in the same sub tree of DNS. The AFNIC F-ONS solution that would
spread the ONS solution over multiple sub trees in DNS would meet the requirements
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of EPCglobal if both DNS and the owner of the CMT were considered neutral.
As can be seen, there are many standards developed by GS1 that have been used with
success in this thesis. But to connect these different standards together and create something that works, there has been need to further open up for new possible standards.
The GS1 standards are highly adopted on products today and are an accepted identification form. If these products are extended with serial level identification, the Internet
of Things could with ease become reality. The important thing about identification is
that it shall be unique and universal around the world, which the GS1 Standards are.
Even though the identification is unique it doesn’t provide a single way to address all
kind of objects individually, the use of multiple trees in F-ONS is an interim period and
needs to be exchanged to be a single tree in the future, to be easier to administrate and
build applications for. An important aspect when many different parties shall exchange
products is that a stable and dynamic standard is needed. The information exchange in
the scenarios in this thesis uses different standards and is supplying different kinds of
information. It is important that all systems can be incorporated in the same standard
so it is easy to adopt. It is very important that this information exchange is further
developed. There is no saying that the standards that have been developed during this
thesis work is the correct way to go but from them, conclusions can be drawn on where
there is need for further standard development.
Through the ONS directory service, many different product attached services can be
utilized, both closed off business-to-business services and completely open consumer services. Here, it is important to see the ONS as DNS, a totally open service. This means
that the pointers for the business-to-business services and the consumer services alike
will be available for anyone with a DNS resolver. This produces the owner of any particular service to take the security precautions necessary for presenting the service only
to those the service provider see fit. For instance, in the track and trace scenario, there
is need to keep everyone but the brand owner and his trusted companions out of the
systems while for the mobile extended packaging scenario, all of the information is to
be open for everyone. An important security concern for the further development of the
Internet of Things in this area is more focused around making sure the user of the system
knows he is getting the correct information. Another important security concern is that
the Brand Owner should be able to be sure the information given is not too revealing,
preventing risk of exposing sensitive information about product management.
ONS secures consumers’ trust in companies’ product information by making it knowingly from the source and written in the brand owners own words. At the same time, it
can help fuel a healthy competitive market by making it possible for third part software
to collect product data from the sources, compare these and present market evaluations
to consumers, all easily done through usage of standardized communication.
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A. Use-case 1
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Use Case ID

UC-1

Use Case Name Get extended packaging information
Use Case
Description

Extended product data can be accessed based on a simple barcode number and a
lookup.

Actors (Goal)

Consumer, Mobile Service Provider, Reader Application, Brand Owner and
Information Provider

Preconditions

Mobile phone with camera and barcode interpretation software. Internet access
on the mobile phone. F-ONS enabled Brand Owner with an Content server
containing EPC number lookup.

Post conditions
Scenario

Begins when... Consumer observes a service mark or call out symbol on the
product that identifies that Extended Packaging data is available.
Continues with... Consumer initiates extended packaging lookup with mobile
phone.
Step # Actor
1

Activity Step

Consumer Scans the barcode on the product label using reader
application on mobile phone.

2

Reader
Decodes GTIN from the barcode scanned.
Application

3

Reader
Translates GTIN into a domain name. Performs an F-ONS
Application lookup.

4

5
6
7

F-ONS

Answers the reader application with the link to the Brand
Owner Content server that holds information about the
GTIN.

Reader
Uses the F-ONS lookup answer to make a query to the
Application Content server asking about the particular (S)GTIN.
Content
server

Answers the reader application with extended packaging
information about the (S)GTIN.

Consumer Reads the information about the product displayed on the
device screen.

B. Use-case 2
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Use Case ID

UC-2

Use Case Name Recall malfunctioning products
Use Case
Description

The DataMatrix will be used to trace which batch it came from so that the
company can recall faulty products.

Actors (Goal)

Consumer, Reader Application, F-ONS, Store, Brand Owner , EPCIS tracking
server, EPCIS server, Discovery Service

Preconditions

F-ONS enabled Brand Owner with an EPCIS repository containing EPC number
lookup. Store with Internet access. Recall Server for the Brand Owner. Brand
Owner Discovery Service. Distributors and Store EPCIS servers.

Post conditions
Scenario

Begins when... Consumer finds a defect on a product.
Continues with... The consumer reports to the store that sold it.
Continues with... The store reports this to the brand owner.
Continues with... The brand owner traces the faulty batch to all their retailers
Continues with.. The brand owner get in contact with the customers.
Ends with.. Consumers / Retailers send back defective products
Step # Actor

Activity Step

1

Consumer 1 Finds a defect on a product and reports it to the store.

2

Store

3

Reader
Decodes GS1 Element string from the barcode scanned.
Application

4

Reader
Translates GS1 Element string into a GTIN and a F-ONS
Application lookup. Performs the lookup to the F-ONS.

5

F-ONS

Answers the reader application with the URL to the Brand
Owner Recall server that holds information about the
GTIN.

6

Store

Contacts the Brand Owner (BO) Track & Trace server
(TT) with GS1 Element string and information about the
defect.

7

Track &
Queries ONS for Brand Owner DS connected to the
Trace server received GS1 Element string.

8

F-ONS

9

Track &
Queries the BO DS for all EPCIS servers associated with
Trace server the GS1 Element strings

10

BO DS

11

Track &
Queries the EPCIS servers for information about the batch
Trace server GS1 Element strings

12

EPCIS
servers

13

Track &
Shows a full list of EPCIS events connected to the queried
Trace server GS1 Element strings and the reported defect they are
associated with.

Scans the product

Answers with BO DS URL

Answers with all EPCIS servers URL

Answers with information about the queried GS1 Element
strings

C. Mobile Application UML
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D. Track and Trace Applet UML
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E. Track and Trace Servlet UML
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